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Polypeptides for Bio-Tethering and Self-Assembly of Lithium Ion Battery
Electrodes
Alex Winton.
Chemistry, UMBC, Catonsville, MD, USA.
The goal of this research is to isolate multifunctional polypeptide sequences for
bio-tethering electrode material and carbon nanotubes in order to decrease in-
ternal resistance in lithium ion batteries thereby improving their performance.
Phage display is the key technique performed in our research. This involves the
use of an M13 bacteriophage library which has been genetically engineered to
express a randomized polypeptide sequence of 12 amino acids on the pIII minor
coat protein. To perform phage display a library of bacteriophage expressing
these randomized polypeptide sequences were mixed with electroactive mate-
rials lithium manganese oxide(LMO) and lithium titanate oxide(LTO). Sam-
ples were then shaken and elution of bound phage was performed by adding
increasing concentrations of surfactant in order to isolate phage that stick
tightly to the electroactive materials. The supernatants from each of the succes-
sive wash rounds were saved and titered. The strongest elutions represent
bacteriophage expressing a peptide sequence with high binding affinity for
the tested materials. Isolated colonies produced from single bacteriophage
were then sequenced. Results have currently been obtained for LTO and
LMO binding peptides. As research progresses we will refine and isolate other
peptides that bind specifically to electroactive materials as well as conductive
carbon nanotubes, current collectors, and separator materials. Binding studies
will be performed to characterize the amino acid sequence as well as to improve
peptide-material interactions, such that electrode binders may be replaced
by these peptides. These peptides will then be used to generate an aqueous,
self-assembling, lithium ion battery electrode.
This work was funded by the UMBC Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry.
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Shocking the World of Batteries: A Bio-Inspired Approach to Electrode
Construction
Scott J. Riley1,2.
1Chemistry, Frostburg, Brooklyn Park, MD, USA, 2Chemistry, UMBC,
Cantonsville, MD, USA.
In the modern world there exists an ever increasing demand for more efficient
forms of energy storage. Electrochemical cells are the most widely used form
of portable energy storage and are possible candidates for large scale energy
storage. From mobile devices to cars, batteries are integrated into many facets
of daily life, yet little improvement in their performance is being recognized.
While batteries have been improving over the years, the growth is slow and
staggered. An improvement similar to the discovery of lithium ion batteries
needs to be made in order to keep up with demand. This presentation is focused
on maximizing battery performance by interfacing biology and batteries.
My research focuses on using a bio-inspired approach to address battery perfor-
mance. We use the technique of phage display to isolate Solid Binding Peptides
(SBP) that bind specifically to Lithium Cobalt Phosphate (LCP). This technique
has yielded two peptides that bind specifically to LCP. These specific SBPs
are then combined with SBPs that are specific to carbon nanotubes (CNT).
This creates a multifunctional peptide that will be used to bio-tether conducting
CNTs with LCP and thus generate better conducting hybrid electrodes.
This new model for the electrode would enhance multiple aspects of battery
performance, including capacity, cyclabilty, and power.
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Micro- and Nano-Chamber Array Chips for a Single Molecule Analysis
Noritada Kaji.
Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.
This paper reports the design, fabrication, and application of micro- and nano-
scale chamber array chips toward a single nucleus assay as a new experimental
format for research in biology.
Micro- and nanoscale chamber array on a chip becomes a powerful new tool for
bioanalysis since it could stochastically capture and measure biomolecules at a
single molecule level. Our fundamental interests are how reaction-space size
affects an enzyme activity and how small space we could extrapolate enzyme
kinetics in small space from old enzyme kinetic data in bulk. So we have
measured a single b-galactosidase activity in various sizes of micro and nano-
chambers, from 5 mm to 500 nm cubic, and found that the activity gradually
decreased according to its chamber size. Because the specific surface area in-
creases according to the decrease of the chamber volume, non-specific adsorp-
tion might be a factor to suppress the activity. However, several experiments
including surface coating and repetition of the enzyme capturing elucidated
that non-specific adsorption is not a major factor affecting the activity.In the field of gene delivery systems, it is still unknown that virus vector
showed much higher transportation efficiency of plasmid DNA from cytoplasm
to nucleus in contrast to non-virus vectors. To improve gene transportation
efficiency, which directly lead to increase transfection efficiency, gene trans-
portation mechanism through nucleus membrane should be cleared. But
unfortunately there are no experimental protocol to quantitatively evaluate
the transportation efficiency through the nucleus membrane. So, in this study,
nuclei were extracted from cells by gentle detergent treatments and captured
into a PDMS or PMMA microchamber at a single nucleus level. After the
confirmation of capturing a single nucleus into a microchamber, nucleotides
and nuclear membrane stained nuclei, transportation of mRNA by molecular
beacon were observed.
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Decoding Long Nanopore Reads of Bacteriophage Phi X 174
Andrew H. Laszlo, Ian M. Derrington, Brian C. Ross, Henry Brinkerhoff,
Andrew C. Adey, Ian C. Nova, Jon M. Craig, Kyle W. Langford,
Jenny Mae Samson, Riza Daza, Kenji Doering, Jay Shendure,
Jens H. Gundlach.
Physics, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA.
Nanopore DNA sequencing is a single molecule sequencing technique with
promise for long reads, low cost, and minimal sample preparation. We have
built on our progress in nucleotide sensitivity and DNA control to interpret
the procession of ion current levels observed as DNA translocates through
the nanopore MspA. Approximately 4 nucleotides affect the ion current of
each level, therefore, we measured current corresponding to all 256 4-nucleo-
tide combinations (quadromers). This quadromer map proves to be highly
predictive of ion current levels for nanopore reads of bacteriophage phi X
174. We show nanopore sequencing reads of up to 4,500 bases in length, which
can be unambiguously aligned the phi X 174 reference genome. We also
demonstrate proof of concept hybrid genome assembly and polymorphism
detection.
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A Systematic Method for Designing DNA Nanostructure Assembly
Processes
John Zenk, Chanon Tuntivate, Rebecca Schulman.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA.
Inspired by the complexity and diversity of biological structures that
self-assemble in vivo, a fundamental goal of bionanotechnology is to self-
assemble biomolecular complexes with defined architecture from a set of
starting components. To design such structures, many standard methods
involve constructing components that strongly bind to their neighbors through
orientation-specific interactions. While these design methods ensure the target
structure is favored thermodynamically, in practice the yields of the resulting
assembly processes vary widely and do not conform to equilibrium predictions.
To investigate why yields might be limited, we have developed a simple model
of biomolecular complex self-assembly using reported rate constants and ther-
modynamic parameters typical for biomolecular components. Such a coarse-
grained model is particularly useful in cases where we consider the assembly
of engineered components and purposely design the process to include simple
interactions. With these kinetic simulations, we show that even though com-
plexes are small and equilibrium is well defined, rarely is thermodynamic
equilibrium achieved over timescales commensurate with experiments. We
find that rates of complex nucleation and component rearrangement together
determine assembly yields.
Our goal is to use this model in conjunction with experimental information
to build a computer-guided, scalable design process for DNA origami com-
ponents. We have used fluorescence-quenching assays to measure origami-
origami reaction rates and equilibrium constants that are driven by specific
Watson-Crick complementary (i.e., ‘‘sticky end’’) interactions. A feedback
loop between experimental measurements of a self-assembly process and a
coarse-grained, computationally tractable model can guide the design of the
assembly process by making it possible to focus our assembly efforts on
specific interactions that make a strong difference in yields, or to redesign
the process to include qualitatively new types of component interactions.
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Microfluidics for Rare Cell Capture
Chwee Teck Lim.
Mechanobiology Institute & Dept of Biomedical Engineering, National
University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore.
The presence and frequency of rare cells such as Circulating Tumor Cells
(CTCs) in bloodstream of patients with epithelial cancers is an important
intermediate step in cancer metastasis and can provide valuable insights
into disease stage and treatment evaluations. In fact, the presence and number
